
Overview
Galactic Hegemony is a game of space exploration where your goal is to control all the 
planets in the galaxy within 10 turns.

As you expand your hegemony you will need to keep your planets from falling into revolt, 
defend yourself from saboteurs who are sowing dissent, and produce enough resources to 
enable your expansion.

Components
1 Galaxy Map board
1 Game Tracking board
12 Planet tiles
12 Planet cards

12 Colony tokens
Used to mark planet tiles that have been 
colonised 

12 Revolt tokens 
Used to mark planet tiles that have fallen 
into revolt

4 Spacecraft tokens
These are you “workers” that spread your 
hegemony around the galaxy

4 Saboteur tokens
These are revolutionaries that will incite 
revolt on your planets

12 Morale tokens
Used on planets cards to track a planets 
morale

12 Factory tokens

Used to denote the construction of 
infrastructure on a planet card

12 Civil tokens

4 Shipyard tokens

1 Hegemony size token

Used to track the state of the hegemony on 
the game tracking card

1 Resource token  

1 Turn token

1 Turn Phase token

Supplied by player
• 1 d10 
• 5-10 d6.  2+ of one colour and 3+ of another.  It would be rare that you would require

more than 5 dice total



Tracking Cards in Detail

Game Tracking Card

Hegemony/Resources Track
The hegemony track (top and bottom rows) tracks the number of planets currently under 
your control, while the resources track (middle 4 rows) are used to show how many 
resources you currently have stockpiled.  

Your hegemony size limits the how many resources you can stockpile. To determine what 
the limit is look at the resources track space either directly above or below your current 
hegemony size E.g. If your hegemony size is 3 you can only have 8 resources.  If your 
hegemony size is 5 you can have 12.

Turn track
The turn track is used to count down the turns of the game.  When the track reaches the 0 
space the game is over.

Morale Roll Table and Turn Phase Order List
Both of these are included as quick reference aids, for you to use while playing the game.  If
you get interrupted while playing you can use the turn phase token to mark your current 
phase on the turn phase order list.



Planet Cards

Morale Track/Production Track
The top row of spaces tracks the planets morale value between 1 and -3, the bottom row 
shows the number of resources the planet will produce, depending on the morale, during 
the Collect Resources turn phase.  E.g. If Ert's morale was 1 then the planet would produce 
3 resources during the Collect Resources turn phase.  If the morale was 0 (or below) there 
would be No Production at all (and no bonus for a built factory)

Note: Some planets E.g. 12:Akkem , produce 0 resources even if morale is 1.

Infrastructure Squares
The three spaces "C", "F", "S" refer to Civil, Factory and Shipyard infrastructure respectively.
They are used to track which pieces of infrastructure you have built.  When you have built a
piece of infrastructure place the appropriate token on the space.

Setup

Generate the Galaxy
Find the tile for planet 1:Ert and shuffle it face up with the rest of the planet tiles, which 
should be face down.

For each planet tile roll 1d6 (for the row) and 1d10 (for the column), placing the tile in the 
corresponding hex location on the galaxy map. If the location already has a planet tile, roll 
again. After all the tiles are laid out you should have a galaxy with 1 face up planet (the 
home world 1:Ert) and 11 face down.

Place 3 saboteur tokens next the galactic map.  The fourth token is not used in the standard
game

Setup Your Home Planet
Find the planet card for planet 1:Ert and place it face up on the table in a planet tracking 
area

• Place a factory token on the factory infrastructure space, "F"
• Place a civil token on the civil infrastructure  space, "C"
• Place a shipyard token on the shipyard infrastructure  space, "S"
• Place a morale token on the 1 space of the morale track

 
On the Galaxy Map

• Place 1 spacecraft token on planet 1:Ert
• Place a colony token on planet 1:Ert



Setup the Game Tracking Board
• Place the hegemony size token on the 1 space of the hegemony size track
• Place the resources token on the 4 space of the resources track
• Place the turn token on the 10 space of the turn track

COMBAT
All combat in the game is handled in the same general way.

1. You will roll a number of dice for your spacecraft and the defenders (either saboteurs 
or a revolting planet). 

2. You will compare the highest value Spacecraft dice with the highest value defenders 
dice.

3. If your spacecraft dice value is higher, you win.  If your spacecraft dice is equal or 
lower you lose. 

4. Continue to compare pairs of dice until 
a) All the defenders are defeated, or
b) All your Spacecraft are destroyed, or
c) You run out of pairs of dice to compare.

REVOLT
At various times during the game a planet may fall into “Revolt”, this happens when its 
morale drops below 0. When a planet falls into revolt you will need to do the following

1. Reduce your hegemony size on the hegemony track
2. Reduce your stockpiled resources on the resources track if they now exceed your 

maximum allowed.
3. Place a revolt token on the planet tile, this should cover the existing colony token.

When a planet comes out of revolt, either because of military action or a lucky morale 
check, you will need to do the following

1. Increase your hegemony size on the hegemony track
2. Remove the revolt token from the planet tile

Turns and Phases
The game takes place over 10 turns and each turn is divided into 6 phases.  The phases 
are;

1. Move Saboteurs
2. Revolt Actions
3. Morale Checks
4. Player Actions

• Spacecraft Actions
• Move Spacecraft. Cost 1 resource
• Attack Saboteur. Cost 0 resources, must be on the same hex
• Colonise new planet. Cost 2 resources, must be in orbit
• Boost morale. Cost 1 resource, must be in orbit
• Military action. Cost 1 resource per combat round, must be in orbit

• Planet Actions.  NOTE: Planet actions can only be undertaken if the planet is not 
currently "In Revolt" 

• Build Infrastructure. Cost 2 resources
• Build Spacecraft. Cost 3 resources, must have Shipyard

5. Collect Resources
6. Check End Game Conditions



Turn Phases in Detail

Move Saboteurs
The saboteur tokens represent an insurgent guerrilla group that incite revolt on any planets 
they visit. The game starts with 3 active saboteurs.  

If all the saboteurs have been destroyed, skip this phase

1. Remove all the saboteur tokens from the board
2. For each saboteur roll 1d6 (for the row) and 1d10 (for the column) and move the 

saboteur token to that hex. If the hex contains a colonised planet it immediately falls 
into revolt, move the planet's morale token to the -1 space of the morale track.  If the 
planet is already "in revolt" reduce the morale by 1 instead, not forgetting that morale 
cannot drop below -3.  You will then need to follow the steps outlined in the “Revolt” 
section. 

If a saboteur lands on your home planet in the game's first turn, re-roll.

NOTE: It is perfectly ok for there to be more than 1 saboteur on a single hex.

Revolt Actions
If a planet is "in revolt" it will start to lose infrastructure. You lose 1 piece of infrastructure 
each turn the planet is "in revolt" in the following order.
1. Shipyards
2. Factories
3. Civil

Morale Checks
For each planet that has been colonised, even those currently "in revolt", you will make a 
morale roll. 

In ascending planet number order, roll 2d6, add up the result and apply any of the following
modifiers;
• Any special planet modifiers (written on planet card)
• -1 for each planet within 2 hexes which is "in revolt" (including itself), "within 2 hexes" 

means a path of 2 moves, or less, can be made
• +1 if the planet has Civil Infrastructure
• +1 for each of your spacecraft in orbit
 
Then consult the following table and adjust the planets morale track accordingly

Roll Morale track
Adjustment

4 or less -2
5 - 6 -1

7 - 10 0
11 or more +1

If you gain +1 morale, but morale is already at its maximum, immediately add a bonus 
resource to your resource track instead, as long as that would not exceed your current 
maximum.

If the morale adjustment causes the planet to either fall into or out of "revolt ", you will 
need to follow the appropriate steps outlined in the "Revolt" section of these rules.



Player Actions
Player actions can be done in any order, and as many times as you have resources to pay 
for them. When you use resources don't forget to reduce your stockpiled resources on the 
resources track.

Spacecraft Actions
NOTE: All spacecraft actions that modify planets can only be performed on planets that 
have spacecraft in orbit around them

Move Spacecraft
• Cost: 1 Resource
You can move your spacecraft token 1 hex for each resource you pay.  If you move onto an 
unexplored planet hex then flip the tile over, that planet has now been explored.  If the 
spacecraft token is on a planet hex it is considered to be "In Orbit" around that planet

Attack Saboteurs
• Cost: free
If you have Spacecraft in the same hex as 1 or more saboteurs then you may attack them 
using the method outlined in the "Combat" section of these rules.

You will roll
1. [The number of spacecraft you have on this hex + 1] x d6 for your attack.  You may 

choose not to use additional spacecraft if you don't want to risk them
2. [The number of saboteurs on this hex] x d6 for the saboteurs defence.
 If you lose a dice comparison one of your spacecraft is destroyed, if you win one of the 
saboteurs is destroyed instead.

E.g.  You move 2 spacecraft to a hex containing 2 saboteurs and decide to attack.
1. You roll 3d6 and get a 6, 4 and 2
2. The saboteurs roll 2d6, one for each saboteur, getting a 5 and 4
3. Your 6 beats the saboteurs 5, so one saboteur is destroyed
4. Your 4 is equal with the saboteurs, so one of your spacecraft is destroyed
5. There are now no more pairs of dice to compare, but you decide to continue the 

attack
6. You now roll 2d6 and the saboteurs only get 1d6
7. You get a 6 and a 2
8. The saboteur gets a 2
9. Your 6 beats the saboteurs 2 so the final saboteur is destroyed

Colonise Planet
• Cost: 2 Resources
When you colonise a new planet
1. Find the planet's card and add it to your planet tracking area.
2. Add a morale token to the 1 space of the new planets morale track
3. Place a colony token on the planet's hex tile
4. Increase your hegemony size track by 1

Boost Morale
• Cost: 1 Resource
If the planet is not "in revolt" you can boost the morale of the planet for the cost of 1 
resource.  Morale cannot be raised above 1



Military Action
• Cost: 1 Resource
If a planet is "in revolt" then you can try and regain control for the cost of 1 resource per 
attack. You cannot pursue Military Action if there is a saboteur in orbit, you must destroy 
any saboteurs first.

To suppress the revolt you will follow the rules outlined in the Combat section of these rules.
You will roll
1. 3 x d6 for your attack. 
2. If the planet's morale is -1 roll 1d6, else roll 2d6 for the revolt

If you lose a dice comparison nothing happens, if you win then the planets morale track 
should be increased by 1.  

If the planet is still "in revolt" after the attack, you may pay another resource and try again.

E.g.  You move 1 spacecraft to a planet tile that has a morale of -2 and decide to pay a 
resource and take military action.

1. You roll 3d6 and get a 6, 4 and 2
2. The planet rolls 2d6, getting a 5 and 4
3. Your 6 beats the planets 5, so morale is increase to -1
4. Your 4 is equal with the planets, so nothing happens
5. There are now no more pairs of dice to compare, but you decide to pay another 

resource continue the attack
6. You still roll 3d6 and the planet only get 1d6
7. You get a 5, 4 and a 2
8. The planet gets a 2
9. Your 5 beats the planets 2 so the morale is increased to 0.  Since the planet is now no

longer "in revolt" the military action is over.

Planet Actions
These actions can be performed on any planet that is not "in revolt".  No spacecraft needs 
to be in orbit.

Build Infrastructure
• Cost: 2 Resources
You may build civil, factory or shipyard infrastructure for the cost of 2 resources each.  
There is no restriction in the order the infrastructure is built. 

Build Spacecraft
• Cost: 3 Resources
If the planet has a shipyard it may build a new spacecraft for 3 resources.  Place a new 
spacecraft token in orbit around the planet.  You can never have more than 4 Spacecraft at 
a time.

Collect Resources
For each planet in your hegemony, increase the resources on the resources track by the 
amount indicated by the morale/production track on the planet card, you receive a bonus 
(+1) resource if the planet has factories.  Don't forget the amount of resources you can 
stockpile is limited by the number of planets currently in your hegemony.

NOTE: If a planets morale track is showing "No Production" you get nothing from that 
planet, even if it has factories.



Check End Game Conditions
Check in the following order
1. If you control all 12 planets in the galaxy i.e. all 12 have been explored, colonised and 

none of them are "in revolt", you have won.
2. If all colonised planets are "in revolt", you have lost
3. Decrease the Turn track by 1.  If the turn track is now on the 0 space, you have lost

Variants

Time is of the Essence
Start the game with less turns 

There's No Place like Home
Randomise your home world.  When setting up the game shuffle all the Planet tiles face 
down, and then flip the last placed tile over and use it for you home world.  It would start 
with all 3 pieces of infrastructure.

Play to Win
Start the Turn track on "0" and increase it by 1 at the end of each round.  When it reaches 
10 start another token at "0".  When you have completed your hegemony count how many 
turns it took you, this is your score.

The Peasants are Revolting
Use 4 saboteurs rather than 3 
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Planet icons
http://heavenlybodies.deviantart.com/art/Green-Mars-01-344585882
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/80/Artist
%E2%80%99s_impression_of_the_deep_blue_planet_HD_189733b.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gliese_667.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Planet_Gliese_581_e.png
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Artist%27s_rendering_of_the_2M1207_System.jpg
http://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/
Backgrounds
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mvannorden/8276145052/in/photostream/
http://14textures.com/dark-stone-textures/
http://www.psdgraphics.com/backgrounds/honeycomb-metal-mesh-background/
Tokens
Spacecraft: http://findicons.com/icon/93546/alienblaster
Saboteur: http://findicons.com/icon/168741/kspaceduel
Revolt:  http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Red_flag_waving.svg
All others:  http://www.flaticon.com
Fonts
Autobahn: http://www.fontpalace.com/font-details/Autobahn/
Ethnocentric: http://www.dafont.com/ethnocentric.font
Software
Inkscape: http://www.inkscape.org/
Gimp: http://www.gimp.org/
Libre Office: http://www.libreoffice.org/
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